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SAM MEETS KALON TRIPA ON CHATREL ISSUE
SAM under the wing of peoples’
advocacy, SAM
executive members met Kalon
Tripa Dr. Lobsang Sangay to ask
his intervention onunresolved 10
years issue of regional Tibetan
movement. This was not the first
meeting with official and
elected peoples’ representative
about this issue but even
SAM has sent a numerous letters
to concern department for their
intervention.
Sadly, there isn’t any intervention
on it and the issue
is rather postponed one by one.
However, SAM will never give up
solving this issue, no matter how
long it will take. As SAM believes
they can do it.
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Latest News Little about us
We are group of young Tibetan who have studied in different fields like Biology,
Commerce, Political science and social work. Due to injustice, illiteracy, lack of
information, modern education and lack of unity in our society, we have unanimous
agreed to work together to make changes in the community. So, we have founded
SAM which means Social Action Movement.
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